Pharmaceutical granulation and tablet formulation using neural networks.
Current-day pharmaceutical formulation may be trial and error in nature due to the absence of a clear relationship between the formulation characteristics (output variables) and the material and process variables (input variables). Neural networks are networks of adaptable nodes, which through a process of learning from task examples, store experiential knowledge and make it available for prediction. Prediction of a model granulation and tablet system characteristics from the knowledge of material and process variables utilizing neural networks is the basis of this presentation. The formulation design contained the following variables: granulation equipment, diluent, method of binder addition, and the binder concentration. The material, process, granulation evaluation, and tablet evaluation data of the formulations were used as the data set for training and testing of the neural network models. A comparison of the neural network prediction performance with that of regression models was also done. Both the granulation model and the tablet model converged fairly rapidly in the training step. In the testing step, the predictions for all granulation model variables (geometric mean particle size, flow value, bulk density, and tap density) were satisfactory. In the tablet model, the predictions for disintegration and thickness were also satisfactory. The predictions for hardness and friability were less than satisfactory. Two situations where the neural network may not perform adequately are discussed. The neural network prediction is better or comparable for all the predicted variables in this study compared to regression methods. The results clearly show the applicability of neural networks to formulation modeling.